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Abstract

Radar altimeters are important tools to monitor the volume of the ice sheets.

The penetration of radar waves in the snowpack is a major source of uncertainty

to retrieve surface elevation. To correct this effect, a better understanding of

the sensitivity of the radar waveforms to snow properties is needed. Here, we

present an extension of the Snow Model Radiative Transfer (SMRT) to compute

radar waveforms and conduct a series of simulations on the Antarctic ice sheet.

SMRT is driven by snow and surface roughness properties measured over a

large latitudinal range during two field campaigns on the Antarctic Plateau.

These measurements show that the snowpack is rougher, denser, less stratified,

warmer, and has smaller snow grains near the coast than on the central Plateau.

These simulations are compared to satellite observations in the Ka, Ku, and S

bands. SMRT reproduces the observed waveforms well. For all sites and all

sensors, the main contribution comes from the surface echo. The echo from

snow grains (volume scattering) represents up to 40% of the amplitude of the

total waveform power in the Ka band, and less at the lower frequencies. The

highest amplitude is observed on the central Plateau due to the combination
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of higher reflection from the surface, higher scattering by snow grains in the

Ka and Ku bands, and higher inter-layer reflections in the S band. In the Ka

band, the wave penetrates in the snowpack less deeply on the central Plateau

than near the coast because of the strong scattering caused by the larger snow

grains. The opposite is observed in the S band, the wave penetrates deeper

on the central Plateau because of the lower absorption due to the lower snow

temperatures. The elevation bias caused by wave penetration into the snowpack

show a constant bias of 10 cm for all sites in the Ka band, and a bias of 11 cm,

and 21 cm in the Ku band for sites close to the coast and the central Plateau,

respectively. Now that SMRT is performing waveform simulations, further work

will address how the snowpack properties affect the parameters retrieved by

more advanced retracking algorithms such as ICE-2 for different snow cover

surfaces.

Keywords: Antarctic ice sheet, SMRT, remote sensing, radar altimetry,

waveform, modeling, field measurements

1. Introduction

Radar altimeters are active sensors emitting microwave pulses and measuring

the backscattered energy as a function of time, providing the so-called waveform.

The surface elevation is deduced from this two-way travel time, once the sur-

face echo has been precisely identified in the waveform (Rémy and Parouty,5

2009). Initially developed for sea level monitoring, altimeter observations were

rapidly employed for measuring the surface elevation of the ice sheets to mon-

itor surface mass balance changes and hence the contribution to the global sea

level (Bindschadler and Zwally, 1986, Zwally, 1989, Helm et al., 2014). How-

ever, additional processes specific to the ice sheets such as the penetration of10

the wave into the snowpack for instance, limit the accuracy of the inferred el-

evation (Partington et al., 1989, Legrésy and Rémy, 1997, Rémy and Parouty,

2009). A better understanding of how the wave interacts with the snowpack and

how the waveform is affected by the snowpack properties is required to improve
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retracking algorithms in the future.15

On the ice sheets, the radar waveform is the addition of the echo coming

from the upper air-snow interface (”surface echo”), and diffuse echoes from the

snowpack due to reflections at the internal layer interfaces (”internal interface

echoes”) and due to scattering by snow grains (”volume echo”) (Brown, 1977,

Partington et al., 1989). The surface echo is mainly controlled by the topography20

that influences the illuminated radar footprint (Brenner et al., 1983), and by

the surface roughness features having a size close to or larger than the radar

wavelength (i.e. above 10 cm in the S band, hereinafter referred to as centimeter-

scale roughness) (Remy and Minster, 1991). Rougher surfaces induce a weaker

backscatter than smooth ones (Van Der Veen et al., 1998, Van Der Veen et al.,25

2009, Rosmorduc et al., 2011, Kurtz et al., 2014, Smith and Vericat, 2015,

Smith et al., 2016). The volume echo depends on the wave penetration and the

mechanisms of scattering and absorption in the snowpack (Remy et al., 2012).

The radar wave penetrates a few meters within the snowpack at high frequencies

(> 13 GHz) and even deeper at lower frequencies (Legrésy and Rémy, 1997).30

The wave is scattered by snow grains according to their sizes and to the wave

frequency and by internal layering according to the density contrasts between

the successive layers, while the absorption losses depend on snow temperature

and the wave frequency mainly (Adodo et al., 2018). The snow properties

greatly vary in space and time across the Antarctic continent, making it difficult35

to accurately quantify the variations of volume echo (Partington et al., 1989,

Legrésy and Rémy, 1997, Guerreiro et al., 2017). Recently, Guerreiro et al.

(2016) and Guerreiro et al. (2017) showed that combining altimeter observations

at several frequencies (Ka and Ku bands) helps to characterize the volume echo.

The idea is to exploit the fact that the penetration depth of the wave is larger40

at lower frequencies, which in turn makes it possible to untangle the respective

contributions from the surface and from inside the snowpack and consequently

correct the inferred surface elevation error due to the volume echo.

Several waveform models have been developed to investigate the radar signal

over the ice sheets (Newkirk and Brown, 1992, Femenias et al., 1993, Adams45
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and Brown, 1998). As for the ocean, the backscattered energy from the sur-

face is estimated with the Brown surface scattering model (Brown, 1977). This

model works for altimeters operating in Low-Resolution Mode (LRM). For a

perfectly flat and smooth area, the Brown model takes into account the fact

that the spherical wave emitted by the radar first hits the surface at nadir,50

and then successively hits concentric areas of increasingly larger radius. The

echo is calculated by summing over the delayed reflections from all elementary

concentric areas. Several methods have been developed to consider the surface

roughness in the echo calculation according to the incident wavelength, such

as the Geometrical Optics (GO) approximation (Tsang et al., 2001) for large55

scale roughness and the Integral Equation Method (IEM) theory (Fung et al.,

1992) for small scale roughness. To simulate the backscattered energy from the

snowpack, the models of Partington et al. (1989), Newkirk and Brown (1992),

Davis and Moore (1993), Femenias et al. (1993), and Legrésy and Rémy (1997)

compute the loss factor that represents the wave attenuation in the snowpack.60

However, these models assume a homogeneous snowpack. To account for the

heterogeneity Adams and Brown (1998) developed a new model based on the

Brown surface model (AB98 model hereinafter) that extends horizontally the

volume echo with the average scattering properties of each snow layer. Lacroix

et al. (2007) and Lacroix et al. (2008a) proposed a waveform model (L08 here-65

inafter) adapted from AB98, that calculates volume scattering with an electro-

magnetic model to relate the density and correlation length to the scattering

properties following Mätzler and Wegmuller (1987). However, the L08 model

represents the snow microstructure as a collection of independent ice spheres,

which is known to be unrealistic (Wiesmann and Mätzler, 1999). Unfortunately,70

all these existing models have not been extensively validated because they were

applied in a limited number of studies and not made widely available to the

community. Consequently, their usability is relatively low.

Here we propose to extend the Snow Model Radiative Transfer model (SMRT)

to conduct waveform simulations on the Antarctic ice sheet. The aim of the pa-75

per is twofold 1) evaluate the model performances in the Ka, Ku, and S bands
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in Antarctica and 2) investigate how the penetration depth of the wave depends

on snow properties and estimate the induced elevation bias. SMRT is a passive

and active microwave model for multi-layered snowpack and other cold environ-

ments such as sea-ice (Picard et al., 2018). The active mode only computes a80

time-independent total backscattering coefficient and is therefore not suitable

for altimetry. A module dedicated to altimetry is presented here to compute

the wave propagation within the snowpack as a function of time by solving the

time-dependent radiative transfer equation. The module is also combined with

the Brown model to account for the wave sphericity and yields the waveform as85

measured by altimeters. Besides, the echoes from the surface, internal interfaces,

and snow grain are separately provided. The proposed module was easily inte-

grated into SMRT without redeveloping a complete model because the imple-

mentation is structured and modular offering the possibility to switch between

(i) different electromagnetic models, (ii) different snow microstructure represen-90

tations to simulate volume scattering, and (iii) different methods to solve the

radiative transfer equation (the so-called RT solver). The existing code of the

model and its extension are open sources (http://www.smrt-model.science/,

last access: 23/02/2021).

SMRT requires as input the snow density, temperature, grain size, and thick-95

ness of each layer up to several meter depth. In this study, these properties were

measured on ≈ 8 m ice cores extracted at seven sites spanning a large latitudinal

range on the Antarctic Plateau, from 68,7◦ S to 79,9◦ S, during two extensive

field campaigns on the Antarctic Plateau. The simulation of surface scattering

requires also a precise quantification of surface roughness at centimeter scales100

(Lacroix et al., 2008a,b, Studinger et al., 2020). Such measurements are scarce in

Antarctica. Laser scanning devices commonly used to take such measurements

in temperate climates are difficult to operate in the cold (Kerr et al., 2009,

Nield et al., 2013). Recently, Irvine-Fynn et al. (2014) and Smith et al. (2016)

proposed a simple protocol using a commercial camera and photogrammetry to105

retrieve high-resolution point clouds over small areas on glacier surfaces. We

adapted this protocol to retrieve surface roughness parameters with a horizon-
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tal spacing distance of 9 cm. The simulated waveforms are evaluated with the

satellite observations recorded in the conventional altimeter pulse-limited mode

(LRM mode), by the SARAL-AltiKa altimeter in the Ka band, the ENVISAT110

dual-frequency radar altimeter in the Ku and S bands, and the Sentinel-3A Syn-

thetic Aperture Radar Altimeter (SRAL) instrument in the Ku band (initially

acquired in delay-doppler mode and then emulated in pseudo-LRM mode).

The altimeter extension is detailed in Section 2. The study sites, in-situ

measurements, satellite observations and simulation framework are presented115

in Section 3. In Section 4, the performance of the model is analyzed, and the

sensitivity of the waveform and the wave penetration depth to the snowpack

properties, as well as the induced elevation bias, are investigated using SMRT.

Moreover, a simple optimisation is proposed by adjusting the roughness param-

eter. The discussion in Section 5 addresses the relationship between the radar120

waveform shape and meteorological conditions impacting the snowpack prop-

erties, as well as the limitations of the simulations. One possible approach to

simulate altimeter waveforms when no in-situ measurements are available is also

discussed.

SMRT opens the way to better interpret the radar waveforms on the polar125

ice sheet - and even on other snow covers - and thus refine the estimation of its

mass balance.

2. Theory

The radar theory is presented in Section 2.1. The method developed to com-

pute the waveform is explained in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 and its implementation130

in SMRT is detailed in Section 2.4.

2.1. The radar waveform of the Antarctic ice sheet

In LRM, the radar altimeter sends pulses and records the echoes from both

the surface and subsurface, which is used to estimate the returned power Pr(t)

as a function of time t, the so-called waveform. Over a snow rough surface, the
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wave penetrates in the snowpack and the average return power follows Adams

and Brown (1998) and Legresy et al. (2005):

Pr(t) = pdf(t)⊗ [PFS(t) + Pint(t) + Pvol(t)]⊗ Pt(t) (1)

where pdf is the specular point height probability density function that accounts

for the surface height variability, ⊗ is the convolution operator, and Pt represents

the transmitted signal power. PFS is the flat impulse response of the surface135

echo (as in Adams and Brown (1998) and Lacroix et al. (2008a)), Pint and Pvol

are the flat impulse response of the echoes from the internal interfaces and from

the scattering by snow grains (volume scattering), respectively. The internal

interfaces are the separation between the homogeneous layers of the snowpack

as illustrated in Figure 1a.140

The Eq. 1 is equivalent to:

Pr(t) = pdf(t)⊗ PFIR(t)⊗
[
σ0
sδ(t) + Iint(t) + Ivol(t)

]
⊗ Pt(t) (2)

where σ0
s is the backscattering coefficient of the surface. Iint and Ivol are the

specific intensities (or radiance) coming from the interface reflections and volume

scattering, respectively. PFIR(t) is the flat impulse response that propagates

horizontally the scattering sources, computed with the classical radar equation

integrated over the illuminated surface according to the Brown model:

PFIR(t) =
λ2

(4π)3

∫
A

(
G2(θ)

r4

)
dA (3)

where λ is the radar wavelength, and dA = ρ dρ dψ the elementary area at time

t, with ψ the incident zenith angle of the pulse and ρ the horizontal distance

between the z axis and dA. θ is the angle from the antenna boresight axis

(the off-nadir) to the line from the sensor to dA. It is a function of time. r

is the distance between the sensor and dA. The geometry of the problem is145

described in figure 1 of Brown (1977). If the off-nadir is negligible, we have

ψ ≈ θ. G(θ) is the antenna pattern modeled with a azimuthally symmetric

Gaussian beam as G(θ) = G0 e
−(2/γ) sin2 θ with G0 the peak antenna gain at

boresight (G0 = 1 here) and γ = 2 sin2(θ3dB/2) / ln 2 determined from the 3
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Figure 1: Medium geometry and the grids used for the modeling: a) The snowpack-grid (red

lines) is defined by the homogeneous layers of the snowpack, described with SSA(z), density

ρ(z), temperature T (z) and thickness t(z) at depth z, with l the snow layer index at depth

z and L the total number of layers crossed by the radar wave. b) two grids are represented:

At left the altimeter-grid (blue lines) is defined by the altimeter gates that are described

with a thickness of c(z)∆t/2, g is the gate index at depth z, and G is the total number of

altimeter gates crossing the snowpack; and at right the combined-grid results from merging

the snowpack-grid and the altimeter-grid (combining both blue and red lines), where n is the

index of the combined-grid and N is the total number of sublayers above zN .

dB beamwidth (Brown, 1977). In the presence of a local slope θs, the incident150

angle θ is changed to θs + θ in PFIR.

The equation for PFS is given in Newkirk and Brown (1992). The effect

of the Earth’s finite curvature is taken into account by including the factor

1/(1 + H/R), with R the earth’s radius as detailed in appendix A of Newkirk

and Brown (1992).155

In Eq. 2, the pdf is estimated assuming that the specular point height follows

a Gaussian and is written as follows (Brown, 1977):

pdf(t) = exp

(
−t2

2(2σsurf/c0)2

)
(4)

with c0 is the speed of light in air, and σsurf the root mean square heights (rms)
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of the surface topography (relative to the mean level). σsurf represents ground

elevation variations over the footprint at a large scale.

Pt is approximated with a Gaussian function:

Pt(t) = exp

(
−t2

2σ2
p

)
(5)

where σp = 0.513∆t as defined by MacArthur (1978). ∆t is the altimeter gate

sampling rate, the inverse of the pulse bandwidth of the sensor. This Gaussian160

approximation is adequate due to the shortness of the emitted pulse Brown

(1977) but it neglects the sidelobes of the antenna.

The convolution with Pt(t) and pdf(t) is computed using the approximation

proposed by Brown (1977) which assumes small gate sampling rate (< 20 ns -

which is the case for typical short pulse radar altimeters - (Brown, 1977)) and165

surface rms height.

2.2. Calculation of vertical distributions of specific intensities

The general form of the radiative equation in the snowpack writes (Adams

and Brown, 1998):

1

c(r)

∂

∂t
I ′(θ, φ, r, t) +

∂

∂s
I ′(θ, φ, r, t) = −κe(r)I ′(θ, φ, r, t)

+
1

4π

∫
4π

P (θ, θ′, φ− φ′, r)I ′(θ′, φ′, r, t)dΩ′
(6)

with dΩ′ = sin θ′dθdφ, where θ and φ are the propagation zenith and azimuth

angles and Ω the solid angle. s is the curvilinear abscissa along the trajec-

tory. I(r) = I ′(r)/n2 is the reduced specific intensity at position r within the170

medium with refractive index n(r). I ′(r) is the specific intensity of the wave

or radiance (the unknown quantity of the equation). Both are expressed in

W m−2 H z−1 sr−1 units. The normalization by n2 accounts for the divergence

of the beam due to refraction so that I ′ is constant between each side of any in-

terface separating two layers with different refraction indexes n(r). Conversely,175

the conventional radiance I is not constant (Fig. 1). Here, the polarization is

neglected because of the near-nadir incidence (Adams and Brown, 1998). The
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medium is assumed isotropic so that the extinction coefficient κe is independent

of θ and the phase matrix P only depends on the difference between the azimuths

(φ−φ′), instead of the two azimuths separately. c is the speed of the wave in the180

medium at the distance r, which is related to the vertical permittivity profile of

the snow.

The medium is depicted in Figure 1. The continuity conditions at the layer

interface located at a distance rl writes:

I ′(θ, φ, r+
l , t) = T (rl, θ)I

′(θ, φ, r−l , t) (7)

where r+
l and r−l are the positions just above and below the layer interface l.

T (rl, θ) = 1 − R(rl, θ) is the transmittance (for the reduced specific intensity)

at the position rl and R is the reflection coefficient. The echo is a combination185

of specular reflection and diffuse surface scattering.

Assuming the propagation in the medium is nearly vertical (θ ≈ 0) leads

to s = r = z and cos θ = 1 with a O(θ2) accuracy. For a typical space-borne

altimeter at ∼ 800 km altitude, with a beam half width of 1.3◦, this approxima-

tion is equivalent to a maximal error of 3 mm at 10 m depth, which is negligible,190

for instance compared to the localization error of the in-situ measurements.

The 0th-order radiative transfer equation is obtained by neglecting the source

term in Eq. 6 (P 0th

= 0) and writes :

1

c(z)

∂

∂t
I0th

(θ, z, t) +
∂

∂z
I0th

(θ, z, t) = −κe(z)I0th

(θ, z, t). (8)

Solving for the z variable and then integrating over t gives the 0th-order

intensity at depth z (i.e the downwelling intensity at depth z):

I0th

(θ, z, t) = E0

(
t−
∫ z

0

dz

c(z)

)
δ(cos θ0) exp

(
−
∫ z

0

κe(z)dz

) L(z)∏
l=1

T (zl) (9)

where E0(θ0, z, t) is the incident flux (in W m−2 H z−1) transmitted by the al-

timeter just above the surface at time t, propagating in the near-nadir direction

θ0. The flux E0 in Eq. 9 is considered with a time delay that depends on the

path and the speed of the wave in the medium. I0th

has the form of a down-195

welling wave, with an exponentially decreasing intensity. The exponential term
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represents the attenuation of the signal due to the extinction of the wave in the

snowpack from the surface to the depth z. The product series represents the

attenuation due to the interface transmittance T . zl is the depth of the snow

layer l (Fig. 1a). L(z) is the number of snow layers between the surface and200

the depth z (Fig. 1a). δ represents the Dirac distribution.

The 1st-order solution only includes the direct backscattered wave emerging

at the surface from volume scattering. It is written I1st

vol(z = 0, t) and obtained

by inserting the 0th-order solution into the source term in Eq. 6, solving the

differential equation in z and t, and finally integrating over z from the surface

to the bottom of the medium (z = H). This yields:

I1st

vol(z = 0, t) =

∫ H

0

(
E0

(
t− 2

∫ z

z=0

dz′

c(z′)

)
1

n2(z)

P (0, 0, π, z)

4π

exp

(
−2

∫ z

z=0

κe(z′)dz′
) L(z)∏

l=1

T (zl)
2

)
dz

(10)

where P (0, 0, π, z) is the scattering function from snow grains in the backward

direction at nadir incidence. The dependence on θ is neglected because snow

grains are much smaller than the wavelength, resulting in a smooth Rayleigh-

type phase diagram (Tsang et al., 1985). The term 1
n2(z) comes from the inte-205

gration of δ(cos θ0) over θ at depth z in Eq. 6, using the change of variable θ

to θ0 and Snell law (cos θ0 =
√

1− n2(z)(1− cos2 θ)). In Eq. 10, the 1st-order

backscatter from the volume (i.e. coming from the snow grains within the up-

per ice firn and bubbles in the ice below) is the vertical integral of the local

backscatter (the term with the phase matrix P ), attenuated from the surface210

to depth z with the extinction κe (the exponential term) and attenuated by the

two-way transmission T (zl)
2 at each interface. The two-way delay is included

in the E0 term.

To solve the integral over z, the medium is discretized on a new grid, called

”combined-grid”, which merges the physical snow layers l and the altimeter

gates g as depicted in Fig. 1b. Each new sublayer n of the combined-grid at

depth zn is 1) fully included in one of the homogeneous layers l of the snowpack

(implying that c, κe and P are constant) and 2) is thin enough to neglect the
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propagation time (i.e. with a thickness h(zn) = c0
n(zn)

∆t
2 � c/B). It follows

that E0 variations within each sublayer are negligible, and the term can be

taken out of the integral. The volume backscattered intensity I1st

n, vol(z = 0, t)

emerging at the surface and coming from the sublayer n is then given by the

difference of Eq. 10 between the top and bottom of the sublayer:

I1st

n, vol(z = 0, t) = E0

(
t− 2

∫ zn

0

dz′

c(z′)

)
1

n(zn)

P (0, 0, π, zn)

4π

1− exp (−2κe(zn)h(zn))

κe(zn)
exp

(
−2

∫ zn

0

κe(z′)dz′
) N∏
i=1

T (zi)
2

(11)

N is the number of sublayers between the surface and the depth zn reached

at time t. The inner integrals over z′ are then calculated. The integrals are

converted into discrete sums:

I1st

n, vol(z = 0, t) = E0

(
t− 2

n−1∑
n′=1

h(zn′)

c(zn′)

)
1

n(zn)

P (0, 0, π, zn)

4π

1− exp (−2κe(zn)h(zn))

κe(zn)
exp

(
−2

n−1∑
n′=1

κe(zn′)h(zn′)

)
N∏
i=1

T (zi)
2.

(12)

Following a similar approach, the backscattered intensity from the inter-

nal interfaces I1st

n, int(z = 0, θ, t) emerging at the surface and coming from the

sublayer n is given by:

I1st

n, int(z = 0, θ, t) = E0

(
t− 2

n−1∑
n′=1

h(zn′)

c(zn′)

)
1

n(zn−1)

σ0
int(θ, zn)

4π

1− exp (−2κe(zn)h(zn))

κe(zn)
exp

(
−2

n−1∑
n′=1

κe(zn′)h(zn′)

)
N∏
i=1

T (zi)
2.

(13)

where σ0
int(θ, zn) is the backscattering coefficient of the interface at depth zn.

This coefficient must be estimated with an appropriate surface scattering model215

considering the scale of the surface and interface roughness, and the incident

wavelength. As detailed further, two methods are available in the current SMRT

version: the IEM theory adapted to roughness scales of the same order as the

wavelength, and the Geometrical Optics (GO) approximation for larger-than-

wavelength roughness. The dependence on the incidence angle θ is not neglected220
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here because interface scattering near nadir variations are usually sharp (O(θ))

as opposed to that of volume scattering (O(θ2) or less).

2.3. Propagation between the altimeter and the surface

To account for the delay introduced by the spherical wave spread over the

surface, the intensities backscattered from the internal interfaces and the snow

grains, emerging at the surface, are further convoluted with the flat impulse

response PFIR (Eq. 2). This yields:

PX(t) =
λ2

(4π)3

∫
A

δ(t− ts)G2(θ0)

r4
dA

N∑
n=1

I1st

n, X(z = 0, θ, t− ts). (14)

where ts = 2r/c0 is the two-way time between the altimeter and the wave hit

position on the surface. The index X denotes here either int or vol depending on

the application. This equation is solved by expanding dA = ρdρdψ, integrating

over ψ, and making the change of variable ρ to r using r2 = H2 + ρ2, with

H the satellite altimeter height. We assumed r
r4 ≈

1
H3 which corresponds to a

maximal error of 3 mm at 10 m. Finally we made the change of variable r to t

using r = ct′

2 , considering t′ as the two-way time between the altimeter and the

wave hit position in the snowpack. It yields:

PX(t) =
λ2c0

4(4π)2H3

∫ ∞
0

dt′G2(θ0(t′))

N∑
n=1

I1st

n, X(z = 0, θ0(t′), t− t′) (15)

where θ0(t′) = tan−1
√

ct′

H − 2.

To compute the signal received by the altimeter for each gate, the combined-

grid is used. Recalling that the time in each sublayer of the combined grid is very

small and can be assumed constant, the integral is transformed into a discrete

sum:

PX(g∆t) =
λ2c0∆t

4(4π)2H3
G2(θ0(g∆t))

N∑
n=1

I1st

n, X(z = 0, θ0(g∆t), t− g∆t) (16)

with g the altimeter gate number index (e.g. 0 . . . 128 for the ENVISAT al-225

timeter in the Ku band and the SARAL-AltiKa altimeter in the Ka band, and
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0 . . . 64 for the ENVISAT altimeter in the S band) between the surface and the

depth z (Fig. 1), and ∆t the wave travel time between each gate.

At last, Eq. 5, 4, and 16 are combined to compute the average total returned

power Pr(t). The equation is valid for nadir-looking LRM sensors and accounts230

only for the first order backscatter. Modeling altimeters using SAR technique

and accounting for higher order backscatter are let to further work.

2.4. Implementation in the Snow Microwave Radiative Transfer model

2.4.1. SMRT existing components

The SMRT model is a passive and active microwave model for multi-layered235

snowpacks in the range 1–200 GHz (Picard et al., 2018). It takes as input i) the

characteristics of the sensor (active or passive, frequency, polarization, incidence

angle), ii) the snow properties of each layer (thickness, density, temperature,

and microstructure parameters as well as the liquid water content), iii) the

properties of the underlying surface (roughness, the type of material, wetness,240

salinity, etc.).

The model works by first estimating the electromagnetic parameters govern-

ing the propagation in each layer and at each interface. This comprises for each

layer zl the computation of the extinction coefficients κe(zl), the phase matrix

P (0, 0, π, zl) , the propagation constant c(zl) according to the snow microstruc-245

ture description and the electromagnetic model chosen by the user. Several

electromagnetic models are implemented in SMRT, and the Improved Born ap-

proximation (IBA) (Mätzler, 1998) was used in the present study. For the inter-

faces, this comprises the computation of reflection and transmission coefficients

(R(zl) and T (zl)) according to the type of model (e.g. Fresnel coefficients for250

flat surfaces, ...) and the interface roughness as well as the permittivity on each

side of the interface. To compute the rough surface and interface backscatter-

ing coefficient σ0 , two surface scattering models were recently implemented in

SMRT: the IEM theory (Fung et al., 1992) applicable when the roughness scales

are of the same order as the wavelength, and the GO approximation (Tsang255

et al., 2001) for larger roughness. The input parameters needed to describe the
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roughness features depend on the selected method: the IEM theory requires the

standard deviation of the height distribution (σh) and the horizontal correlation

length (l), while the GO approximation requires the Mean Square Slopes of the

surface (MSS). To run SMRT, each interface can be prescribed independently260

with different roughness values and even a surface scattering model if the rough-

ness scale were very different. However, for sake of simplicity, we selected the

GO approximation here which is the most adequate for the roughness data we

have collected in the field (see Section 3.5.1).

The next and last step is the application of the Discrete Ordinate Method265

(DORT) to solve the radiative transfer equation, by taking into account either

the thermal emission for the passive mode or an incident wave for the active

mode. This last step is the one where SMRT was extended to account for the

time travel of the spherical penetrating wave using Eq. 16 and thus predicting

the radar waveform.270

2.4.2. Implementation of the LRM altimetry solver in SMRT

The new ”nadir LRM altimetry” module computes the outgoing specific

intensity as a function of the wave travel time. In the first step, the extinction

in each sublayer and the transmission through the interfaces are estimated with

an electromagnetic model and combined to compute the downwelling intensity275

from the surface to each layer (Eq. 9). The backscatter due to volume scattering

from every sublayer is then propagated upward considering the attenuation with

Eq. 12. Similarly, the σ0 are estimated for each interface (surface and internal

interfaces) by accounting for the roughness, and the echoes due to interface and

surface scattering are computed with Eq. 13. The output of this first step is280

the volume, surface, and interface specific intensities emerging at the surface as

a function of time (or altimeter gates).

The model then accounts for the sphericity of the wave (Brown model)

through the convolution with PFIR (Eq. 3, where the earth curvature effect

is taken into account), the surface topography with the pdf (Eq. 4, with the285

σsurf) and the pulse shape with the Pt (Eq. 5). The sensor parameters (namely
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antenna pulse, beamwidth, bandwidth, mean altitude, etc.) are taken into ac-

count at this stage. Pr(t) is deduced by numerical convolution (Eq. 2).

As output, SMRT generates the total returned power Pr(t), and optionally

the respective contributions of the volume, the surface, and the internal in-290

terfaces. It is also possible to disable the convolution computation to output

the vertical backscattering profiles I1st

n, X only as if the altimeter had a perfectly

narrow beam (infinite gain antenna). This latter option is useful to investigate

how the penetration depth of the wave is impacted by interface and volume

scattering. The SMRT model and its new altimetry extension are open sources295

(www.smrt-model.science/, last access: 23/02/2021).

3. Materials and methods

Several datasets of in-situ measurements and satellite observations have been

collected to run and evaluate the new altimetry extension of SMRT. The study

area is detailed in Section 3.1. The measurements of snow properties and surface300

roughness are described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The satellite observations are

introduced in Section 3.4. Finally, the simulation framework is explained in

Section 3.5.

3.1. The study area

In-situ measurements were acquired during two field campaigns in Antarctica305

located in Figure 2 and Table 1. The selected sites include five stops of the

French ASUMA traverse (Accuracy of the Surface Mass balance of Antarctica)

carried out in December 2016 in Adelie Land (from 67◦ S to 70◦ S, Fig. 2), and

two stops of the international EAIIST traverse (East Antarctic International Ice

Sheet Traverse) carried out in December 2019 in the megadune area between310

the French–Italian research station Concordia and South Pole, over the central

Plateau, one of the dryest part of Antarctica (from 77◦ S to 80◦ S, Fig. 2).

The local surface slope and the σsurf of Eq. 4 were estimated from the

Reference Elevation Model of Antarctica (REMA), over a 2 km radius circular
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area around each site. REMA is a high-resolution Digital Surface Model (DSM)315

of Antarctica at a 8 m spatial resolution with a typical elevation error of less

than 1 m for tiles of 100 km × 100 km (Howat et al., 2019). Finer undulations

of the surface (stastrugi,. . . ) are not captured in our σsurf estimates. Values are

detailed in Table 1 for each site.

320

Figure 2: Location of the sites investigated during the ASUMA traverse in 2016 (red) and

the EAIIST traverse in 2019 (green). The blue dots are the French–Italian research station

Concordia and the French research station Dumont D’Urville.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the studied sites: names, geographic coordinates (latitude and

longitude), slopes (in degrees), rms height of the surface topography (σsurf, in meters), the

measured annual temperature T (in degrees Celsius), the MSS (Mean Square Slope), the mean

Specific Surface Area of snow grains (SSA, in m−2 kg−1) and the mean density (ρ, in kg m−3)

for the first 8 meters of snow. The ’A’ or ’E’ exponents indicate whether the site belongs to

the ASUMA traverse or the EAIIST traverse, respectively.

Name Latitude Longitude Slope σsurf T MSS SSA ρ

stop5A -68.75 137.44 0.02 0.31 -37.2 0.03 11.6 448

charcotA -69.38 139.02 0.13 0.33 -37.9 0.02 12.0 433

stop0A -69.64 135.28 0.01 0.18 -41.1 0.02 12.4 437

stop2A -69.95 138.55 0.05 0.34 -40.4 0.03 12.4 449

stop3A -70.06 141.20 0.21 0.45 -38.9 0.05 11.5 446

ago5E -77.24 123.48 0.09 0.32 -54.4 0.01 7.4 361

paleoE -79.85 126.20 0.08 0.30 -50.5 0.01 7.7 392

3.2. Measurements of the snow properties

SMRT was driven by the measured vertical profiles of density, layer thick-

ness, temperature, and Specific Surface Area (SSA). The latter parameter was

then related to the optical radius of snow grains ropt (Gallet et al., 2011). At

every site, 2 m core samples were extracted until 8 m depth with a 10 cm di-325

ameter drill. The cores were processed immediately during the traverses in a

mobile cold laboratory. The measurements of the vertical profiles of SSA were

acquired with the Alpine Snowpack Specific Surface Area Profiler (ASSSAP)

instrument. The 1 m long cores were positioned on a horizontal bench and the

ASSSAP instrument was slowly translated by hand 2 cm above the core, on330

a fixed horizontal rail. The SSA was recorded every 10 ms which corresponds

to a resolution of about 1 mm. In practice, the effective resolution is coarser,

due to the footprint of the laser used for the measurement (1 cm in diameter).

This protocol was adapted from Arnaud et al. (2011) and Libois et al. (2015).

ASSSAP records infrared reflectances at 1310 nm, which are converted in SSA335

values with an accuracy of 10 % (Arnaud et al., 2011).
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For the snow density measurements, the cores were sliced every 10 cm. The

diameter and height of each cylinder were measured with a caliper (precision

of 0.1 mm), and the mass was measured with a scale (precision of 0.1 g). The

overall uncertainty on the density measurements is 4%. The top and bottom340

5 centimeters of each 2 m core were sometimes corrupted because of the core

catchers. The density of these parts was not measured. They were discarded

after measuring their exact lengths to allow precise positioning of the piece.

The density profiles were then interpolated to fill the data gaps. Also, due to

the thickness of the saw blade used to cut the ice core every 10 cm, we lost on345

average 4 mm of the core at each cylinder cut, i.e. 4 cm per meter. This has no

impact on the overall profile since it is taken into account in the calculation of

the density profile.

The SSA profile was then downsampled by averaging at the resolution of

the density profile. Layer thicknesses used in numerical simulations are set to350

match the resolution of the density measurements, that is about 10 cm. The

SSA and density profiles were then extended to 100 m depth by repeating the

last 1 m of the measured profiles. This rough approximation has little impact

at high frequencies because the altimetric signal usually comes from the upper

part (above 5.8 m depth) where measurements were taken. However, at lower355

frequencies, in particular in the S band, the wave penetration depth may exceed

8 m. To evaluate the possible impact, we used a snowpack measured up to 20 m

depth on the central Plateau (76°37’ S / 117° 55’ E). This latter site was not used

in this study because no roughness measurements were acquired. We compared

the altimeter simulations driven with the 20 m deep snowpack and with the360

same snowpack cut at 8 m and extrapolated as described in the method. The

difference of stratification between 8 m and 20 m deep induces a maximal bias

in interface contributions of 2% in the S-band, and the impact on the waveform

shape is reasonably weak.

Figure 3 illustrates density and SSA profiles for ago5E (on the EAIIST tra-365

verse) and stop2A (on the ASUMA traverse). The mean SSA and density of

each site are given in Table 1. Overall, the two southernmost snowpacks sam-
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pled during EAIIST are more stratified, less dense and have a lower SSA (i.e.

bigger snow grains) compared to those acquired on the ASUMA area. They fea-

ture higher density variations owing to a lower accumulation rate in the central370

Antarctic Plateau (Fig. 3).

The snow temperature was measured with a Pt100 sensor located at the

bottom of the drilled hole for a duration of 24 h. At this depth, the temperature

is close to the annual mean temperature. For the simulations, the temperature

profile was assumed uniform. The potential impact of temperature variations375

is investigated in Section 4.5 with simulations using seasonal temperatures (e.g.

June-July and December-January average) recovered from the daily time series

of surface temperatures of ERA5 data (Hersbach et al., 2020).

Figure 3: Density and SSA profiles measured at a) ago5E (EAIIST traverse) and b) stop2A

(ASUMA traverse).
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3.3. Measurements of the surface roughness

The surface roughness was modeled in SMRT using the GO approximation,380

which requires the Mean Square Slope of the surface (MSS) as input. To measure

this parameter, Digital Elevation Models (DEM) were acquired in the field using

a photogrammetry method. Because it is relatively new and provides a critical

parameter, the full procedure is described hereafter.

3.3.1. Point cloud acquisitions385

For each site, about 200 digital pictures were taken over an area of ∼

10×10 m2 for ASUMA sites, and ∼ 5×5 m2 for EAIIST. A Canon EOS 5D

digital camera (12-megapixel resolution) equipped with a filter selecting near-

infrared wavelengths (> 800 nm) was used to enhance the contrast. The focus

was set to infinity (Irvine-Fynn et al., 2014). Pictures were taken every ∼ 50 cm,390

turning around the area, such that the overlap between two successive pictures

is at least 30 %. The center of each picture was aligned with the center of the

whole area, and the camera was far enough to capture a large zone. Three

turns were performed to take pictures with three different angles, that is with

the camera at 1 m from the ground, 1.6 m (eye level), and 2 m using a metal395

arm. These variations of angle prevent the doming effect (Smith and Vericat,

2015, Smith et al., 2016, Gharechelou et al., 2018).

At least 10 identifiable targets were placed within the area prior to the pic-

ture acquisition, and georeferenced afterwards using a Differential Global Po-

sitioning System (DGPS). Accurate geographic coordinates of the targets were400

measured using GNSS dual-frequency multi-channel Leica DGPS receivers. For

this, a base station was set up near the area and the roving antenna was placed

exactly above the target center with a given constant vertical offset (15 cm).

Given a baseline generally not exceeding 50 m, carrier phase Real-Time Kine-

matic (RTK) positions have a theoretical relative horizontal and vertical accu-405

racy of respectively 1.0 and 1.5 cm. An extra error term arises from improper

positioning (offsets and tilting) of the roving antenna over the target which is

estimated around 2 to 3 cm leading to a maximum square root global error of
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3.5 cm. Half of the targets are used as control points to constrain the dense

point cloud construction and the other half as reference points for estimating410

the errors. At least one target was positioned close to the lowest part of the

area, and another one close to the highest part so as to cover the full vertical

range of heights.

The pictures were processed using the recommended workflow of Agisoft

Metashape Professional 1.6.2 software (Agisoft, 2019) to create point clouds.415

The spatial resolution of the DEM was 3 cm and the absolute error estimates of

position targets with the checkpoints were lower than 2 cm for all sites.

The result of this protocol and processing was a non-uniformly distributed

set of millions of points for each site.

3.3.2. MSS estimation420

To compute the MSS from the irregular point cloud, four steps were followed:

- The point cloud is interpolated and aggregated on a regular grid with 3 cm

spacing. Each grid-cell without elevation value is masked.

- The cloud is detrended by subtracting the least square regression plane

from the original cloud.425

- The detrended point cloud is smoothed to remove noise with a local aver-

aging 3×3 window. The final spatial resolution becomes 9 cm.

- The MSS is calculated as the mean square of the slopes of the elementary

surfaces composing the DEM following the definition of Belem et al. (2000).

The measured MSS are given for each site in Table 1. Considering all sites,430

the average MSS is equal to 0.02 ± 0.01. The local standard deviation esti-

mated for stop5A where two nearby areas were sampled is 0.005, which is small

compared to the overall MSS. It suggests that a good representativeness of the

local MSS is obtained with two nearby sampled areas. The mean MSS measured

for ASUMA sites is higher (0.03) compared to the mean MSS of the EAIIST435

sites (0.01). Legresy et al. (2005) also observed larger surface roughness features

close to the coast than on the central Plateau, probably due to the presence of

stronger katabatic winds. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first in-situ
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MSS measurements at centimeter-scales over the Antarctic Plateau covering a

large latitudinal range. To give an order of magnitude, the MSS is usually be-440

low 0.03 over an oceanic surface when the wind speed is lower than 10 m s−1. It

increases quickly with increasing wind speeds (Li et al., 2013).

3.4. Altimeter observations

Several time-series of nadir-looking pulse-limited altimeter observations have

been collected.445

For the Ku band (13.575 GHz, 2.3 cm wavelength) and the S band (3.2 GHz,

9.3 cm wavelength), the ENVISAT dual-frequency radar altimeter observations

were downloaded for the period September 2002 to December 2007 (S band) and

to October 2010 (Ku band) from the ESA website, using the Envisat Altime-

try Full Mission Reprocessing V3.0 dataset (https://earth.esa.int/, last access:450

October 2020). Acquisitions were performed at an altitude of about 800 km

every 330 m along-track on a 35-day repeat cycle orbit (Zelli and Aerospazio,

1999). The time record is 400 ns, sampled at ∆t = 3.125 ns (equivalent to about

47 cm vertical resolution) for the Ku band and at ∆t = 6.25 ns (94 cm vertical

resolution) for the S band. The antenna 3 dB beamwidth is 1.35◦ in the Ku455

band and 5.5◦ in the S band. The ground footprint is about 15 km in diameter

(Schwegmann et al., 2016).

Observations from the Sentinel-3A SRAL instrument were collected in the

Ku band, covering the period July 2016 to December 2017. Sentinel-3A obser-

vations were processed at CLS (Collecte Localisation Satellites) with the CNES460

Sentinel-3 Processing Prototype (S3PP) which performs level 1 and level 2 pro-

cessing. In contrast to ENIVSAT, Sentinel-3A operates in a high along-track

resolution mode (SAR altimetry mode). For this study, data pulses were pro-

cessed in the conventional way at level 1, in pseudo-LRM, using the CNES S3PP

algorithm (Yang and Zhang, 2019), which makes it suitable for the comparison465

with SMRT simulations. Sentinel-3A has a repeat cycle orbit of 27 days and

an altitude of about 814 km. The time record in pseudo-LRM and the 3 dB

beamwidth antenna are the same as those of ENVISAT in the Ku band.
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For the Ka band (35.75 GHz, wavelength 0.8 cm), the SARAL-AltiKa al-

timeter observations were downloaded for the period March 2013 to December470

2018 from the CNES data center, using the GDR-T version (https://aviso-data-

center.cnes.fr/, last access: October 2020). The Indian-French SARAL-AltiKa

mission has a 35-day repeat cycle orbit with the same altitude as ENVISAT.

The time record is sampled at ∆t = 2.08 ns (31 cm vertical resolution). The

antenna 3 dB beamwidth is 0.605◦, resulting in a footprint on the ground of475

about 8 km diameter (Verron et al., 2015).

All the collected observations are at level 2, and are corrected for atmo-

spheric and geophysical effects (Rosmorduc et al., 2011).The satellite does not

scan the same position at each pass exactly. This is therefore advisable to take

an average of several consecutive waveforms over a similar surface (Yi and Bent-480

ley, 1994). This process of averaging is necessary to reduce the effect of irregular

waveform shapes. All the observations acquired within a maximal distance of

2 km from each site were selected. 2 km was chosen as a trade-off in order to 1)

get enough observations to compute average and filter noise, and 2) minimize to-

pographic variations within the footprints which may greatly impact the shape485

of the waveform. Only the waveforms that had the same leading-edge position

in the analysis window were kept (i.e. with a tolerance of ± 1 gate around the

mean position). Indeed, due to the local heterogeneity of the surface within the

2 km radius (topography and sastrugi), the measured waveform is not necessar-

ily positioned at the nominal tracking gate in the window analysis (gate 44 for490

Sentinel-3A for instance) and can drift around this nominal position (Brenner

et al., 1983). After this selection, only sites with at least 50 waveforms were kept

for the analysis. The waveforms from November to January months were then

averaged for each site to build what is further referred to as the observed wave-

form. With this averaging, we assume that the impact of the spatial variability495

of snow properties over a 2 km radius area on the waveform shape is negligible

and that the snow properties measured locally well represent the snowpack in

the sensor footprint. Moreover, we used an observed waveform averaged over

the summer season because due to the 35-day cycle of satellite orbits there are
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no enough altimeter observations acquired at the same period as the in-situ500

measurements. Adodo et al. (2018) estimate waveform amplitude variations of

0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 dB in the Ka, Ku, and S bands, respectively, for the summer

period which is much lower than the model performance.

3.5. Simulations and evaluation

3.5.1. Simulation framework505

For a first verification, SMRT was compared to the L08 model (Lacroix

et al., 2008a). For a fair comparison, SMRT was configured so as to match the

particular configuration implemented in L08. However, it is important to stress

that this L08 configuration is not the one we recommend to use with SMRT, and

it was not used for the comparison with the satellite observations as presented510

in the next sections.

The snowpack used for the comparison with L08 is the same as the one

used in (Lacroix et al., 2008a) and aims at representing snow conditions at the

surface of the Vostok Lake. In practice, this snowpack is a synthetic snowpack

based on scattered information and measurements representative of the Antarc-515

tic Plateau. The snow grain size is uniform and equal to 0.9 mm, and the surface

snow density is 240 kg m3. For L08 simulations, 1) the snow microstructure is

represented as an ensemble of independent penetrable spheres, an option avail-

able in SMRT (Picard et al., 2018), 2) The electromagnetic theory follows the

original IBA theory (Mätzler, 1998) and the relative dielectric constant of ice520

is estimated using Tiuri et al. (1984), 3) the IEM theory (Fung et al., 1992) is

applied to compute the rough surface scattering considering the millimeter-scale

surface roughness of the L08 synthetic snowpack, and 4) L08 assumes that the

phase function P (0, 0, π, z) is independent of the angles and is therefore equal to

the scattering coefficient κs. This latter rough approximation was implemented525

in SMRT for the sole purpose of this L08 comparison. We also checked that

the same sensor configurations were applied using the ENVISAT sensor in the

Ku and S bands. Moreover, the L08 and SMRT models use different analytical

expression of the transmitted power Pt: L08 represents the Pt with a cardinal
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sinus with a width of 0.886 ∆ gate (at -3 dB), while SMRT models the Pt with530

a Gaussian approximation (see Eq. 5). Because of this slight difference and

in order to guarantee the same configuration, we ran the L08 and SMRT sim-

ulations without the convolution with the Pt. This is acceptable for this first

analysis aiming at verifying the similarity between both models.

For the full assessment of SMRT with the altimeter observations, the multi-535

layered snowpack was prescribed using the in-situ measurements and following

Picard and Fily (2014). Snow density, SSA, temperature, MSS, terrain slope

and σsurf were directly given as inputs. Following Picard et al. (2009), the

atmospheric contribution was neglected. SMRT was run with the IBA the-

ory (Mätzler, 1998) to compute volume scattering. The snow microstructure540

was represented by a collection of non-penetrable spheres (a.k.a Hard Sphere

model) with a radius equal to the optical snow grain radius ropt. This variable

was related to SSA measurements by ropt = 3
SSAρice

,with ρice = 917 kg m−3.

However, several studies have shown that this representation was insufficient to

properly describe the real snow microstructure (Roy et al., 2013, Picard et al.,545

2014, Vargel et al., 2020). Although several approaches are available to over-

come this problem, they are relatively equivalent (Picard et al., 2018). Here we

applied a simple scaling factor of 2.3 on ropt based on measurements acquired

in Antarctica at the Concordia research station in the central Plateau (Picard

et al., 2014).550

SMRT was run with the GO approximation for surface and interface backscat-

tering calculation. The GO was chosen instead of IEM because the roughness

rms heights estimated from the in-situ DEM were larger than 10 cm, which falls

in the validity domain of GO but not of IEM at the studied frequencies. How-

ever, the choice of the GO approximation involves several assumptions. The555

GO approximation is only valid when the roughness features have a size close

to or larger than the incident radar wavelengths, i.e. above 0.8, 2.3, and 9.4 cm

for the Ka, Ku, and S bands, respectively. Here we assume that the rough-

ness horizontal scale above 10 cm is sufficiently large compared to the S band

wavelength. Moreover, GO assumes scattering on the facet is specular for all560
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studied wavelengths. Multi-scale roughness models have not been considered

because we had no way to characterize the sub-centimeter scales in the field.

The limitations of these two assumptions are discussed further.

Also, in our simulations we assume that the roughness of the buried inter-

faces is similar to that of the surface, i.e. characterized with the same input565

MSS. In reality, the roughness of buried interfaces may decrease with the snow

compaction/accumulation, but such internal roughness measurements at cen-

timeter scales have not been carried out to our knowledge. SMRT can run with

a different MSS value for each interface and the waveform sensitivity to different

roughnesses is further discussed by running SMRT with varied MSS values of570

the internal interfaces when the surface MSS is fixed.

To summarise, the different assumptions made to assess radar waveforms

simulated in LRM mode with SMRT are i) there is no multiple scattering; ii)

the ice grains are spherical; iii) the considered roughness scale (above 9 cm) is

sufficiently large compared to incident radar wavelengths; iv) the roughness at575

scales below 9 cm is smooth; v) the firm is composed with multiple homogeneous

layers that have the same roughness; vi) surface scattering is independent of

frequency; vii) the wave polarization is neglected for volume scattering due to

the near nadir approximation; viii) the off-nadir effect is negligible; ix) the

impact of temperature variations in the snow profile on the waveform shape is580

negligible; x) the impact of temporal variations of snow properties during the

summer period on the waveform shape is negligible.

For the outputs, the total radar waveforms were modeled considering the

convolution with PFIR, Pt and the pdf (Eq. 2) to be compared with satellite

observations.585

3.5.2. Waveform parameters

The normalized simulated radar waveforms were compared for each site and

each frequency with observed waveforms. The comparison was performed on

the relative power to avoid the unknown biases impacting the observed wave-

form amplitudes (Legresy et al., 2005). More precisely, a constant normalization
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factor α(ν) was estimated for each sensor and applied to the simulated wave-

forms for all sites. α(ν) was calculated with the least-square regression of the

simulated and observed waveform amplitudes. An explicit expression for α(ν)

is:

α(ν) =

∑
iA

obs
i,ν A

sim
i,ν −

∑
iA

obs
i,ν

∑
iA

sim
i,ν∑

i(A
obs
i,ν )2 − (

∑
iA

obs
i,ν )2

(17)

where Aobs
i,ν and Asim

i,ν denote the observed and simulated waveform amplitudes,

respectively, estimated with the ICE-1 retracking algorithm as follows (Wing-

ham et al., 1986):

Ai,ν =

√
Pr,i,ν(t)4

Pr,i,ν(t)2
(18)

where Pr,i,ν(t) is the mean waveform for the site i at the frequency ν. A sin-

gle constant normalization factor α(ν) was computed for all sites at a given

frequency, and was then applied to simulated waveforms to get the normalized

simulated waveforms. The total backscattering coefficient σ0 was estimated as590

the amplitude (Eq. 18) converted in dB.

The biases of surface elevations due to the wave penetration in the ice sheet

were also investigated. Commonly used retracker algorithms estimate the ice

sheet elevation with the midpoint of the leading edge of the observed waveform,

which combines both surface and volume echoes. By separating each contribu-595

tion, SMRT makes it possible to estimate the mean surface as if the snow was

not transparent, by applying the retracked on the surface echo only. Here, the

penetration elevation bias is the distance between the position of the midpoint

of the leading edge of the total simulated echo (LEPTOT) and the midpoint of

the leading edge of the surface echo (LEPsurf), as proposed by (Yi and Bentley,600

1994). LEP positions are estimated at 50% of the amplitudes estimated with

Eq. 18. The precise quantification of other waveform parameters defined in the

ICE-2 retracking algorithm of Legrésy and Rémy (1997) are out of the scope of

this study and left for further work.
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3.5.3. Penetration depth of the wave605

To investigate the penetration depth impacting the radar wave, additional

SMRT simulations were run without the convolution of PFIR, Pt and the pdf to

output the total backscattering intensity in the snowpack (Itot = Ivol + Iint).

As for the total waveform, Itot was provided as a function of altimeter gates g

(or time). Here the wave penetration depth was estimated as the depth from

the surface to the point corresponding to the center of gravity of the distributed

backscattering intensity (’the EGC point’). It is further referred to as the depth

of the echo gravity center ’dEGC’. To estimate the dEGC, the EGC gate was

estimated as follows:

gEGC =

G∑
g=1

gI2
tot,g

I2
tot,g

− LEPsurf (19)

The dEGC was then deduced from gEGC, ∆t and the effective light speed in

every layer.

Note that dEGC differs from the ’e-folding depth’ (’δp’ in ?) - which is the

depth where the downwelling intensity of a radar wave is attenuated by 1/e,

or the depth at which the optical thickness has reached 1 (Ulaby et al., 1986,610

Marks and King, 2014, Gay and Ferro-Famil, 2016). δp indicates the maximum

penetration depth that can contribute to the backscattering coefficient consid-

ering snowpack properties and was calculated for each site to make a qualitative

comparison with previous studies. However, dEGC accounts for the vertical pen-

etration measured by the e-folding depth and the horizontal spread of the waves615

(which depends on the altimeter antenna parameters) and is more representative

of the depth which contributes to the radar altimetric signal.

Both dEGC and δp parameters are controlled by the extinction coefficient κe

in the snowpack which is the sum of the scattering and absorption coefficients

(κs and κa, respectively). Therefore, κs and κa were computed with SMRT and620

analyzed for each frequency and snowpack to investigate the penetration depth

sensitivity to snowpack properties.
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4. Results

SMRT waveforms are first compared to L08’s simulations in Section 4.1.

The performance of SMRT is then evaluated with real observations in Section625

4.2. The sensitivity of the waveform shape and elevation bias to the snowpack

properties is investigated in Section 4.3. The assessment of simulations obtained

with fitted MSS values is analyzed in Section 4.5. The influence of the snowpack

properties on the penetration depth of the wave is finally studied in Section 4.6.

4.1. Comparison with L08630

Figure 4 shows the comparison between SMRT and L08 simulations. Overall,

SMRT simulations agree with L08 simulations within 1.7% and 1.4% Root Mean

Square (RMS) in the Ku and S bands, respectively. Such a good agreement

supports the correctness of the SMRT extension. The small residual differences

are mainly due to the calculation of the imaginary part of the ice permittivity635

(ε′′i ) according to snow temperature. L08 uses a different formulation (Matsuoka

et al. (1996) v.s. Tiuri et al. (1984)). ε′′i is involved in the computation of the

losses by absorption in the snowpack (κa). The simulations are more impacted

by this difference in the S band than in the Ku band because the absorption

plays a stronger role than scattering at lower frequency.640

The comparison between the maximum of the simulated waveform of the

surface echo and the total echo shows that the leading-edge width is wider, by

about 10 ns in the Ku band due to the wave penetration in the snowpack (Fig.

4a). In the S band, the total echo is even more delayed since the wave penetrates

deeper at lower frequency. At this frequency, there is no distinct maximum of645

the simulated waveform of the total echo because the signal still penetrates in

(and is reflected by) the snowpack even after 400 ns (size of the analysis window,

see Fig. 4b).

L08 and SMRT simulations not only agree for the total returned power but

also for the surface and volume components, at both Ku and S bands (Fig. 4).650

Here, the volume echo comes from scattering by snow grains only since the input
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Figure 4: Simulated waveform at the Vostok Lake with SMRT (dotted lines) and L08 (full

lines) in a) the Ku band, and b) the S band, comprising the total return power (blue), the

return power from the surface (green) and that from the snow grains (orange).

synthetic snowpack has no internal density discontinuity, implying no internal

interface echo. Note that the beginning of the leading-edge is exaggeratedly

straight here, because the convolution with Pt was disabled for the purpose of

the comparison as discussed previously.655

4.2. Evaluation of the backscattering coefficient

Figure 5 shows the total backscattering coefficient σ0 calculated with the

ICE-1 retracker for the normalized simulated waveforms and from averaged

observed waveforms for each site and for all sensors. The values span a range of

10 dB approximately. The overall absence of bias between the simulations and660

the observations is a consequence of the normalization applied on the simulated

waveforms, and can not inform us about the model skills. In contrast, the inter-

site variations can be safely interpreted and the good alignment with the first

diagonal indicates strong model skills. This is confirmed by the high Pearson

correlation coefficients of 0.96, 0.79, 0.85, and 0.99 in the Ka band, the Ku665

band of both ENVISAT and the Sentinel-3A and the S band of ENVISAT,

respectively.
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The model is also able to predict the marked difference observed between

EAIIST and ASUMA sites, about 4 dB, at all frequencies. This difference can be

explained by the spatial gradient of surface roughness observed from the coast670

(highest measured MSS) to the interior (lowest MSS, Table 1). A rough surface

tends to reflect less energy in the backward direction than a smooth surface due

to the tilted facets of the surface. This induces a lower backscattering coefficient

from the surface. However, other properties of the snowpack which also vary in

space may participate to this pattern, such as the snow grain size, temperature,675

and density. This point is discussed further in Section 4.5.

Figure 5: Observed and simulated σ0 estimated with the ICE-1 retracker for the EAIIST sites

(red) and the ASUMA sites (grey).

4.3. Qualitative evaluation of the waveform shapes

Figure 6 shows the simulated and observed waveforms for each site for all

sensors. The observations of ENVISAT and Sentinel-3A are distinguished. The

missing plots correspond to the sites with less than 50 valid observations (Section680

3.4). Figure 7 shows the relative contributions from the surface, snow grains, and

internal interfaces to the total return power for each site and sensor configuration

using the whole waveform shape.

Overall, SMRT simulations represent the waveform shapes well for all sensors

by considering the convolution with the PFIR, Pt and pdf . The penetration of685

the wave within the snowpack causes a time delay visible on the upper part
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Figure 6: Observations (black lines) and simulations (blue lines) of waveforms at the 7 sites

with the SARAL-AltiKa sensor in the Ka band (first column), ENVISAT in the Ku band

(second column), Sentinel-3A in the Ku band (third column), and ENVISAT in the S band

(fourth column). The volume, surface, and internal interface contributions to the simulated

total echo are shown (in orange, green and red, respectively). The waveform amplitudes are

indicated for the total observed and simulated waveforms (dark and blue crosses, respectively)

and simulated surface echoes (green crosses). The empty boxes correspond to the sites not

reaching 50 valid observed waveforms over the summer period for a given sensor and band.

of the waveform leading-edge, which leads to a more rounded shape compared

to the classical waveforms observed when only the surface echo is present and

the surface is flat. This delay is well taken into account with SMRT in the Ka

band, and the position of the waveform amplitude is similar for simulations and690

observations, as highlighted with the crosses in Fig. 6. In the Ka band, the

delay is shorter for EAIIST sites than for ASUMA sites, with thinner leading-
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Figure 7: Percentage of contributions of echoes from the surface, the volume (snow grains)

and the internal interfaces to the total return power simulated with SMRT. Contributions are

estimated using the whole total waveform shape.

edge widths, which suggests a smaller penetration depth of the wave towards the

interior of the continent. At lower frequencies, the waveform increases slightly

slower than at high frequencies (Ka-band) near the maximum and decreases less695

abruptly due to the deeper wave penetration in the snowpack. This frequency-

dependent delay is simulated with SMRT (Fig. 6). The position of the waveform

maximum amplitude is more scattered in the Ku-S bands than in the Ka band

but overall the position is better simulated when taking into account the echo

from both the surface and subsurface (blue crosses in Fig. 6) compared to that700

solely arising from the surface (green crosses).

A lower waveform amplitude is observed for ASUMA sites compared to EAI-

IST sites (Fig. 6). Both observed and simulated waveforms feature the lowest

amplitude at stop3A and the highest at ago5E for all sensor configurations. As

for σ0, a small amplitude is an indicator of a rough surface. Also, the sur-705

face slope shifts the Point of Closest Approach (POCA) from the nadir and

greatly decreases the backscattered energy when the slopes are larger than the

antenna aperture (Legresy et al., 2005). In this study, the two steepest sites

are charcotA and stop3A in the ASUMA area, and indeed have the lowest ob-

served and simulated waveform amplitudes (Fig 6). The small biases between710
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the observations and simulations obtained at stop0A, ago5E , and paleoE in the

Ku band (both for ENVISAT and Sentinel-3A sensors) are probably caused

by the difference between the local in-situ measurements used to drive SMRT

(density, SSA, temperature, roughness) and what the average over the sensor

footprint. In particular, for ago5E SMRT overestimates both the amplitude715

and the leading-edge of the waveform compared to the observation (Fig. 6).

For this site, Fig. 7b shows that the contribution of the internal interfaces is

particularly high (≥ 30 %), which is caused by particularly large variations of

measured density, visible in the profile shown in Fig. 3, that may not reflect

the average stratification of the snowpack as seen by the satellite sensor. This720

is why even with in-situ measurements, these input snow parameters probably

need to be fitted to get effective values closer to what is seen at a larger scale.

This point is further analyzed in Section 4.5.

Figure 7 shows that the surface has the main contribution for all sites and

for all sensor configurations (∼ 60 %, Fig. 7). In the Ka band, the surface con-725

tribution inversely varies with the measured roughness size (MSS). For instance,

the small MSS measured at ago5E (0.01) induces a high surface contribution

(70%), while the high MSS measured at stop3A (0.05) results in a relatively

low surface contribution (53%, Fig. 7a). This result highlights that SMRT cor-

rectly takes into account the high impact of the surface roughness on the total730

returned power. Moreover, while the thinner leading-edge width of the EAIIST

sites suggests a smaller penetration depth in the Ka band (Fig. 6), the volume

contribution simulated for EAIIST sites is of the same order of magnitude as

that of ASUMA sites (Fig. 7a). This is due to the coarser snow grains on

EAIIST compared to ASUMA (Table 1), leading to higher volume scattering.735

In practice, the volume contribution is even much larger for EAIIST sites, as

shown by volume echo amplitudes in Fig. 6 in the Ka band, but in Fig. 7a the

surface contribution of EAIIST sites is very high due to the smooth surface. In

the Ka band, the volume echo represents ∼ 40 % of the total returned power,

while the contribution of the internal interfaces is negligible (Fig. 7a). In the740

Ku band, the contribution of snow grains decreases to about 20 %, while the
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Figure 8: Percentage of contributions of echoes from the surface, the volume (snow grains)

and the internal interfaces to the total return power simulated with SMRT. Contributions are

estimated on the leading-edge portion of the total waveform.

one from the interfaces increases to 13 % of the total echo (Fig. 7b). In the S

band, there is virtually no volume scattering (Fig. 7d) because the snow grains

are very small compared to the wavelength (< 1 mm versus ∼ 9 cm wavelength).

Conversely, the contribution of the interfaces increases, enhanced by the deeper745

penetration of the wave. The contribution of the interfaces is twice as low for

the ASUMA sites (25% of the total echo) as for ago5E (50% of the total echo).

This is due to the very rapid density variations measured at ago5E (Fig. 3),

which increases the internal reflections.

Contributions were also calculated for the leading-edge part, i.e. portion750

of the waveform before the maximum amplitude (Figure 8). Results illustrate

that: 1) in the Ka band, only the surface and volume contributions impact the

leading-edge - and the volume contribution is relatively weak with only 10%;

2) In the Ku band, only the surface contribution impacts the leading-edge of

the total echo (up to 98%), except for ago5E where the uppermost layer is755

composed of many thin layers and the density contrasts in the topmost part of

the snowpack lead to a contribution from the internal interfaces equal to 8%; 3)

In the S band, only the surface and interface contributions impact the leading

edge.
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Similar results are obtained for ENVISAT and Sentinel-3A observations in760

the Ku band. Noting that the ENVISAT observations were acquired a few years

before those of Sentinel-3A (2002 to 2010 vs 2016 to 2017) confirms that the

snowpack is fairly stable over a few years. Using altimeter observations acquired

far back in time from in-situ measurements is likely not an issue on the Antarctic

plateau, at least less of a problem here compared to other snow-covered regions765

in the world. Given the similarities between both sensors in the Ku band, only

the analysis with ENVISAT is detailed in the following.

To conclude, the qualitative analysis of waveforms highlights that for the

three frequencies the sites in the central Plateau (EAIIST) have higher am-

plitudes compared to sites closer to the coast (ASUMA) and this pattern is770

reproduced by the model. The simulations represent the waveform shapes well

(leading-edge, amplitudes, slopes after the leading-edge) except in a few cases.

In the Ka band, the thin leading-edge width for EAIIST sites (i.e. southern-

most sites) indicates a shallower wave penetration compared to that close to

the coast, but not necessarily sites with a lower volume contribution since snow775

grain sizes are larger in the central Plateau. The surface contribution is the

main contribution of all sensor configurations but it strongly depends on sur-

face roughness, which is smaller on the central Plateau. The impact of volume

scattering increases with increasing frequency (up to 40% of the total echo in

the Ka band), while the impact of internal interface reflections increases with780

decreasing frequency.

4.4. The elevation bias

For all sites, the mean elevation biases due to the wave penetration are 12.8

± 7.1 cm, and 15.6 ± 7.2 cm in the Ka and Ku bands, respectively. This is

an important bias that can have a strong impact in mass balance studies for785

the Antarctic ice sheet given that the snow accumulation rate is less than a few

centimeters per year in the interior of the continent and a few tens of centimeters

near the coast (Rémy and Parouty, 2009, Vaughan et al., 1999).

stop3A appears as an extreme case with the strongest elevation bias com-
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pared to the other sites. This is probably due to an indirect effect of the slope790

that impacts the surface/volume contributions. stop3A has the largest slope

value (0.21◦, Table 1) and in presence of large slopes, the point of impact from

the nadir is shifted so the former echo amplitude is decreased compared to the

latter echoes (Lacroix et al., 2008a). The consequence is a change in the leading

edge width and in the slope after the leading edge of the waveform compared to795

that of a flat surface. A sensitivity analysis of the elevation bias to slope uncer-

tainties was performed by varying slopes with a constant error of ± 0.1◦ for each

site and sensor (not shown), and the elevation bias appeared to be insensitive

to slope errors for sites having a slope below 0.2◦. This topographic effect is

discussed further in Section 5, and here to only analyze the elevation bias due800

to the volume effect we only consider the sites with a small slope (below 0.2◦).

Excluding stop3A, the elevation bias is spatially homogeneous in the Ka band

and equal to 10.0±2.3 cm close to the coast (ASUMA sites), and 10.5±2.0 cm in

the central Plateau (EAIIST sites). It means that the differences of snowpack

properties within our dataset have a negligible impact on the leading edge,805

and therefore on the elevation bias retrievals. In contrast, in the Ku band, the

elevation bias has a mean value of 10.6±3.6 cm close to the coast (ASUMA sites),

and 21.2±4.0 cm, in the central Plateau (EAIIST sites), a two-fold difference

between both regions. As shown in Figure 7b the snowpack contributions (from

both internal interfaces and snow grains) are larger in the central Plateau than810

closer to the coast which causes a twice larger time delay on the upper part of the

waveform leading-edge compared to close to the coast, which explains the two-

fold elevation bias. Several parameters play a role in this spatial difference. In

particular, the lower accumulation rate in the interior of the continent results in

bigger snow grains - and increased volume echo - and stronger density contrasts815

with thinner layers which increase the internal reflections (Legrésy and Rémy,

1997). In the following section, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to better

understand the impact of snowpack properties on the waveform shape.
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Figure 9: Elevation biases estimated in the Ka and Ku bands (a, b), simulated with for all

sites.

4.5. Sensitivity analysis

The performance of the model depends on the snowpack given as input,820

which is measured at one local point and may not be representative of the sen-

sor footprint (> 4 km). To investigate the potential impact of snowpack uncer-

tainties, SMRT simulations are computed for all sites and sensor configurations

by varying successively MSS by ± 20% of the initial measurements, the SSA

and density by ± 20% over the entire profiles, and snow temperature from the825

mean summer temperature (December–January) to the mean winter tempera-

ture (June–July) retrieved from ERA5. This sensitivity analysis concerns the

sites with a slope below 0.2◦ and the topographic effects are assumed to be weak

enough not to disturb the waveforms (see Table 1). As we obtained similar re-

sults for all sites with a slope below 0.2◦ (i.e. all sites except stop3A), we present830

the stop2A results here only. Figure 10 shows the waveform shapes obtained by

varying the MSS, SSA, density, and temperature.

4.5.1. Sensitivity to surface roughness

A change in MSS has a slightly larger impact at lower frequencies, as shown

in Fig. 10a, 10e and 10i. With a decrease of 20% of the measured MSS at stop2A835

(from ∼ 0.03 to ∼ 0.024), the waveform amplitude increases by 16 %, 22% and

25% in the Ka, Ku, and S bands respectively, and an increase of 20 % of MSS
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Figure 10: Waveform variations at stop2A with MSS variations of ± 20% in simulations (first

column); with SSA variations of ± 20% (second column); with density variations of ± 20%

(third column); with temperature variations from the mean summer temperature (December

and January) to the mean winter temperature (June and July) (fourth column). The slope of

the stop2A site is of 0.15◦. Results are given for the Ka band of SARAL-AltiKa (first row),

the Ku band of ENVISAT (second row) and the S band of ENVISAT (third row). Simulated

waveform maximums are indicated with crosses.

(from ∼ 0.03 to ∼ 0.036) decreases the waveform amplitudes by 11 %, 15 % and

17 % in the Ka, Ku, and S bands respectively. These variations are a direct

consequence of the varying contributions of the surface and interfaces compared840

to that of snow grains. It is not due to a change of surface scattering, because

under the geometrical optics (which assumes a roughness scale much larger than

the wavelength) the simulated surface scattering is independent of the frequency.

The waveform amplitude decreases with a rougher surface because less energy

is reflected directly to the sensor.845

The leading-edge width (LeW) is weakly impacted by the MSS variations in

the Ka and Ku bands, as shown by the waveform amplitude positions in Fig.

10a, e. As a result of the increase in the surface contribution, the waveform
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shape is sharper when the surface is smoother, which reduces the LeW (i.e. the

elevation bias). For instance, for stop2A we estimate that a MSS decrease of850

20% features a decrease of 2 cm of the elevation bias retrieved from the Ka or

Ku bands. Overall, MSS variations mainly impact the waveform amplitude -

and so the σ0 parameter - whilst the change in LeW is small.

4.5.2. Sensitivity to the SSA

The waveform sensitivity to SSA variations is larger at higher frequencies855

(Fig. 10b, 10f and 10j), because the variations of snow grain sizes only impact

the volume scattering that is negligible at low frequency. For instance, by

varying the SSA by ± 20%, the waveform amplitude varies by ± 10%, ± 6%,

and ± 0.05% in the Ka, Ku, and S bands, respectively. Moreover, a decrease

of SSA induces an increase in the simulated waveform amplitude. A lower SSA860

represents a larger optical radius ropt implying more volume scattering by grains.

A change in SSA thus modifies the surface and volume respective contributions

at high frequencies, and so impacts the LeW as well as the slope after the LeW.

In the Ka and Ku bands, a decrease of SSA has the effect of shifting forward

the waveform leading-edge due to the higher volume contribution (Fig. 10b, f),865

and thus increases the elevation bias. For stop2A we estimate that a decrease

of 20% of SSA (i.e. from ∼ 12.4 to ∼ 9.9 m−2 kg−1) features to an increase of 2

and 3 cm of the elevation bias retrieved from the Ka and Ku bands, respectively.

The impact in the S band is negligible, suggesting that the combination of the

Ka and S bands should help to better characterize the contribution from snow870

grains. This is consistent with former studies of Guerreiro et al. (2016) and

Guerreiro et al. (2017), except that in this latter, it is suggested to use the Ka

and Ku bands to quantify the volume echo.

4.5.3. Sensitivity to snow density

The waveform sensitivity to snow density is stronger at lower frequencies875

with an amplitude increasing with a larger density (Figures 10c, 10g and 10k).

The volume contribution is lower for a denser snowpack since the wave pene-
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trates less deeply. However, this aspect is compensated by an increase of the

surface and internal interface reflections due to density variations enhancing the

dielectric contrast between the layers. At lower frequencies, the signal depend-880

ing mainly on the surface and interface echoes, the waveforms are thereby more

sensitive to density variations. With density variations of ± 20%, the ampli-

tude varies by ± 5%, ± 18%, and 32% in the Ka, Ku, and S bands, respectively.

Also, in the Ka and Ku bands, when the snowpack is denser near the surface,

the waveform shape becomes sharper due to the larger surface scattering and885

the leading-edge is shorted as illustrated by the position of the waveform am-

plitudes (Fig. 10c, g). A change in near-surface density strongly impacts the

elevation bias. For stop2A we estimate that a decrease of 20% of density (i.e.

from ∼ 449 to ∼ 359 kg m−3) features to an increase of 3 and 6 cm of the eleva-

tion bias retrieved from the Ka and Ku bands, respectively. The density is the890

most sensitive parameter impacting the LeW.

4.5.4. Sensitivity to snow temperature

The simulations considering snow temperature variations show a weak sen-

sitivity to seasonal changes in the Ku and S bands when the snow temperature

is considered uniform (Figures 10h and 10l). In the Ka band, the sensitivity is895

also low, and the waveform simulated with a higher temperature (-26◦ C as in

summer) features a lower amplitude compared to the simulation with the mean

annual temperature (-40.4◦ C). The temperature impacts the volume echo only,

and this effect is due to the increase of the ice absorption at higher temperatures.

This weak sensitivity of snow temperature variations shows that the seasonal900

changes of waveform amplitudes (i.e. σ0) observed in previous studies (Adodo

et al., 2018) are mainly due to SSA and density seasonal variations, rather than

to snow temperature.

As a conclusion, this sensitivity analysis shows that in the Ku and S bands,

there is a higher sensitivity of the waveform shape to the density and MSS905

than to SSA and temperature. In the Ka band, the MSS is the most sensitive

parameter impacting the waveform amplitude, and therefore the σ0. Moreover,
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the elevation bias is larger for 1) rougher surfaces, 2) larger grains, 3) less dense

snows. On the central Plateau, the snowpack is smoother, less dense, and with

larger grains than in the area close to the coast. In the Ka band, the estimated910

elevation biases for ASUMA and EAIIST are similar because of the combination

of the three effects: on the central Plateau, the lower roughness tends to decrease

the elevation bias while the lower density and SSA tend to increase the elevation

bias, and this is the opposite pattern close to the coast. In the Ku band, the

difference in density and SSA plays a more important role because the wave915

penetrates deeper. This is why the elevation bias is twice as high on EAIIST as

on ASUMA.

4.6. Simulations with fitted MSS

Considering the high sensitivity to MSS on the σ0 and the uncertainty asso-

ciated with the local measurement of this parameter, we consider here the MSS920

as an unknown parameter. SMRT simulations are restarted and MSS values

are fitted for each site by minimizing the deviation between the simulated and

observed σ0 at the three frequencies. The fitted MSS values are shown in Fig-

ure 11. They are in the ± 20 % range of the measured MSS values, except for

stop5A. The specific case of stop5A, where the fitted MSS is 40% lower than the925

measured MSS (Fig. 11), suggests that the sampled area was particularly rough

compared to the surrounding (sensor footprint of about 8-15 km in diameter in

the Ku and Ka bands) and the representativeness of this measurement may be

poor. The σ0 retrieved with the ICE-1 retracker from the waveforms simulated

using the fitted MSS have Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.97, 0.97, 0.99 in930

the Ka, Ku, and S bands, respectively (Figure 12). This is a significant im-

provement in the Ku band compared to the results obtained with the measured

MSS (0.79). The quality of the model with the fitted MSS is better at low

frequencies (≤ 37 Ghz) since the wave penetrates deeper in the snowpack and is

more sensitive to interface reflections - that depends on the interface roughness935

represented with the MSS - while in the Ka band the volume contributes to as

much as 40% of the signal.
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Figure 11: Measured (points) and fitted (crosses) Mean Square Slopes of the surface (MSS).

Standard deviation at stop5A represents the measured variability between the two nearby

sampled areas.

Figure 12: σ0 in the Ka band, Ku, and S bands (a, b, c), simulated with measured MSS

(points), and simulated with fitted MSS (stars).

Note that this fitted MSS value is not necessarily closer to the true value

than the measurements because the optimization process can compensate for

other unrelated sources of errors (SSA and density uncertainties), as shown in940

the previous section. Nevertheless, in the absence of surface roughness mea-

surements, the fitted MSS of 0.03 in areas close to the coast and 0.01 in the

interior of the continent appear to be a reasonable first guess to simulate surface

scattering on the Antarctic ice sheet, with an uncertainty of the order of ± 20%.
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4.7. Impact of snow properties on the wave penetration depth945

We here investigate how the penetration depth of the wave is impacted by

snow properties. Table 2 shows the depth of the echo gravity center (dEGC) and

the δp for all sites and three bands. The average dEGC decreases from 0.9 ± 0.3

m to 0.3 ± 0.07 m in the Ka band from ASUMA to EAIIST areas and from 3.5

± 0.9 m to 3.2 ± 0.003 m in the Ku band (Table 2). In contrast, in the S band,950

the average dEGC increases from 3.7 ± 1.2 m to 5.8 m from ASUMA to EAIIST

areas. A smaller dEGC for the EAIIST area in the Ka and Ku bands indicates

that the extinction κe is stronger in the central Plateau than it is closer to the

coast, while the largest dEGC in the S band suggests a lower κe in the central

Plateau at low frequency.955

Similarly, the mean δp decreases from 1.4 ± 0.08 m to 0.7 ± 0.05 m in the

Ka band from ASUMA to EAIIST areas, and from 16.2 ± 1.0 m to 9.5 ± 1.4 m

in the Ku band. In S band, δp is larger than the size of the snowpack (100 m)

due to the very low ice absorption and the absence of volume scattering. The δp

only accounts for absorption and scattering by snow grains and overestimates960

the penetration depth of the radar signal. δp values are consistent with previous

studies that estimated values from 7 m within the continent to 15 m at a lower

altitude in the Ku band (Davis and Moore, 1993, Legrésy and Rémy, 1998).

To understand the cause of the dEGC variations between ASUMA and EAI-

IST areas, Table 3 shows the average values of the extinction coefficients κe965

for EAIIST and ASUMA traverses, and the partition between the scattering

coefficient κs that is controlled by SSA and density values, and the absorption

coefficient κa that depends on snow temperature and density (Zwally, 1989,

Mätzler, 1998). κs is larger at all bands on EAIIST due to the coarser grains

on the central Plateau (smaller SSA, see Table 1). Moreover, the impact of970

scattering on κe is higher than the impact of absorption in the Ka band (largest

κs values, Table 3) because of the large contribution of the scattering to the

extinction when the snow grain size is close to the radar wavelength. The op-

posite is to be noted for the absorption coefficient, κa increases from EAIIST

to ASUMA areas because of higher temperatures closer to the coast. Besides,975
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Table 2: Depth of the echo gravity center (dEGC) and the e-folding depth (δp) for all site and

in the Ka, Ku and S bands. The ’A’ or ’E ’ superscripts refer to the ASUMA and EAIIST

traverses.

site dEGC Ka [m] dEGC Ku [m] dEGC S [m] δp Ka [m] δp Ku [m] δp S [m]

stop5A 0.9 3.7 - 1.5 14.9 -

charcotA 0.4 4.7 - 1.4 17.4 -

stop0A 1.0 2.5 4.6 1.3 16.9 >100

stop2A 1.3 2.7 3.0 1.4 15.9 >100

stop3A 1.0 3.7 - 1.3 15.8 -

ago5E 0.3 3.2 5.8 0.6 8.5 >100

paleoE 0.4 3.2 - 0.7 10.5 -

the impact of absorption is larger on κe than the impact of scattering in the S

band (largest κa values, Table 3).

As a result, in the Ka band, κe is higher for the EAIIST area due to larger

snow grain sizes, leading to lower wave penetration depth compared to that of

the ASUMA area. In the S band, κe is larger for the ASUMA area due to980

higher temperatures, leading to smaller wave penetration depths compared to

the EAIIST area. The sensitivity of the penetration depth in the Ku band is

more complex and intermediate because of the balanced contribution of scatter-

ing and absorption. It is more sensitive to the snow temperature on ASUMA

because the absorption dominates the extinction, and it is more sensitive to SSA985

on EAIIST where scattering is very strong.

5. Discussion

5.1. Spatial variations of snowpack properties

In this study, we observed a clear increase of waveform amplitudes from

the coast to the interior of the continent, with a significant difference of 4 dB,990

3 dB and 5 dB of σ0 at Ka, Ku and S bands, respectively. This is in agreement

with former observations of Remy et al. (2012) and Legresy et al. (2005), but
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Table 3: Average values of coefficients κs, κa and κe (in m−1) for EAIIST and ASUMA sites

in the Ka, Ku and S bands. Average values of snow density, SSA, snow temperature are

detailed in Table 1.

Traverse
Ka band Ku band S band

κs κa κe κs κa κe κs κa κe

ASUMA 0.5 0.3 0.8 9.5 10−3 4.9 10−2 5.8 10−2 2.8 10−5 2.8 10−3 2.8 10−3

EAIIST 3.4 0.2 3.6 5.4 10−2 3.4 10−2 8.8 10−2 2.0 10−4 1.8 10−3 2.0 10−3

the cause remains to be elucidated. Based on our sensitivity analysis, we have

identified the variables that may play a direct role in this pattern, namely the

roughness, density and SSA. However other indirect roles can be involved as995

well (such as slopes and temperatures). As pointed out by Adodo et al. (2018),

the temperature has a weak direct effect on the waveform but can play a signif-

icant indirect role because it controls the typical SSA and density in a location

through snowfall, metamorphism, and post-deposit processes that themselves

are very temperature-sensitive (Picard et al., 2012). This results in potential1000

multiple tangled causes to explain the 4 dB gradient depending on the local

meteorological conditions. Here we discuss how the meteorological conditions

affect the waveforms.

Remy et al. (2012) explained the lower σ0 close to the coastal areas by

the presence of persistent katabatic winds, high accumulation rate, and the1005

significant slopes as follows:

- The strong winds near the coast tend to carve rough surfaces and increase

the snow density. Legrésy and Rémy (1997) linked the decrease of roughness

features to the increasing waveform amplitude observed from the coast to the

interior of the continent, which is consistent with our results. This effect seems1010

to dominate over the effect of the near-surface snow density. Indeed, the den-

sity decreases southward – as shown by our measurements and based on the

wind gradient – and should results in smaller waveform amplitudes due to the
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decreased surface scattering (Section 4.5). However, the opposite is observed.

The dominant effect of surface roughness can be explained by the fact that a1015

dense snow surface amplifies the effects of roughness on the measured echo by

increasing the effective dielectric discontinuity.

- the degree of layering in the snowpack depends on the snow accumula-

tion rate that is still poorly known in the Antarctic ice sheet (Frezzotti et al.,

2005). As mentioned by Rémy and Parouty (2009), this rate is a function of1020

snow precipitation and compaction that varies with erosion, drift, deposition

by the wind or sublimation and all these processes are not very well known.

The waveform amplitude increases when the snowpack is highly stratified be-

cause it leads to more intense and numerous reflections at internal interfaces.

Legrésy and Rémy (1997) reported that the lower accumulation rate in the1025

central Plateau contributed to high waveform amplitudes with large internal

reflections. This accumulation rate gradient is consistent with the higher vari-

ability in our measured density profiles (Fig. 3) in the central Plateau, and

with our result showing that interface contributions on the total echo are larger

in the interior of the continent. Besides, we have shown that this sensitivity1030

to the internal reflections is particularly high in the S band because the signal

penetrates deeply (Fig. 7). Thus, in the Ku and S bands, the larger σ0 over the

central Plateau may be due to the stronger internal reflections caused by the

higher stratification and smoother interfaces.

- The surface slope shifts the closest point from the nadir and greatly de-1035

creases the backscattered energy when the slopes are larger than the antenna

aperture (Legresy et al., 2005). The slope generally increases from the central

Plateau to the coastal areas, and this contributes to the low waveform ampli-

tudes near the coast. In this study, the two steepest sites are charcotA and

stop3A in the ASUMA area, and indeed have the lowest observed and simulated1040

waveform amplitudes (Fig 6). As a consequence, the topography also strongly

contributes to the σ0 variations. In particular, here we have shown that the

waveform shape may be impacted when the surface slope is above 0.2◦, as it

probably highly contributes to large elevation bias retrieved for stop3A in Sec-
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tion 4.4. Note that the slope effect can be frequency-dependent due to the1045

usually larger antenna aperture at lower frequencies (Remy et al., 1996, Rémy

and Parouty, 2009).

Several studies also found that an increase of the snow grain size and snow

temperature increases the scattering and dielectric losses, and so the extinction

strength (Rémy and Parouty, 2009, Lacroix et al., 2008a, Remy et al., 2012,1050

Arthern et al., 2001, Michel et al., 2014, Adodo et al., 2018). Davis and Moore

(1993) showed that the wave penetration depth on the central Plateau is mainly

dominated by the snow grain scattering. However, contrary to our results they

found larger penetration depths on the central Plateau than near the coast and

explained that it was due to larger snow grain sizes close to the coast. Here1055

we have shown that over the central Plateau the grains are larger, which was

also found out by (Brucker et al., 2010) using microwave data. This induces a

smaller wave penetration depth in the Ka and Ku bands than it is close to the

coast. This latter result was fully supported by both in-situ measurements and

simulations.1060

5.2. Toward inversions with active and passive data

The main challenge in the altimetry ice sheet is to correct surface elevation

retrieved from altimeter observations when the snow parameters are unknown

at the global scale. Following our sensitivity analysis, for a relatively flat surface

the main parameters to optimize for routine measurements would be the surface1065

roughness, the density, and the SSA. Note that, as recommended by Lacroix

et al. (2008a), in the area with large slopes the waveform parameters must

first be corrected for the topographic effect, before fitting the model. Here

we propose two synthetic snowpacks that would be good first approximations

of the real snowpacks for the central Plateau and areas close to the coast for1070

inversion processes. Using our large latitudinal range of measurement, we simply

averaged the snow parameters (5 sites for ASUMA and 2 sites for EAIIST) to

represent the two synthetic snowpacks. Of course, these two snowpacks are not

realistic for the entire area but to the best of our knowledge, this is the most
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representative that we can get due to the lack of information, and at least it1075

would minimize the search space of each parameter in the optimization process.

For areas in the central Plateau, the initial value of MSS can be prescribed to

0.01, the density profile can be represented with a profile extrapolated from 335

kg m−3 at the surface to 422 kg m−3 at 8 m, and the SSA profile with a profile

extrapolated from 15 m−2 kg−1 to 6 m−2 kg−1 from the surface to 8 m depth.1080

For areas close to the coast, the MSS can be set to 0.03, the density profile can

be represented with a profile extrapolated from 412 kg m−3 at the surface to

487 kg m−3 at 8 m, and the SSA with a profile extrapolated from 28 m−2 kg−1

to 9 m−2 kg−1. Layer thicknesses are 10 cm.

The retrieval of snow parameters by the inversion of altimeter models as1085

complex as SMRT is difficult since some waveform changes are the combination

of several effects that can hardly be distinguished without ancillary in-situ infor-

mation: snow grain size and density variations can have the same impact on the

waveform shape, for instance leading to a larger LeW, while the surface rough-

ness would have an opposite effect on the LeW. This aspect was observed in1090

Section 4.5 as well as in previous studies (Rémy and Parouty, 2009). To address

this issue, a perspective is to combine both passive and active observations in

the inversion process to better constrain snow parameters (Flach et al., 2005).

Indeed, in the Antarctic ice sheet, while the active observations are mainly sen-

sitives to the surface roughness, snow density, and snow grain size, the passive1095

observations are mainly sensitives to the snow grain size (for dry snow). Several

studies developed methods to invert electromagnetic models in the passive mode

to retrieve the effective snow grain size (Picard et al., 2014, Brucker et al., 2010).

Following the method developed in Brucker et al. (2010), the optical radius of

snow grains could be fitted with passive microwave observations at 19 GHz and1100

37 GHz using SMRT. The surface roughness and density could then be fitted us-

ing altimetry observations as proposed in Lacroix et al. (2008a). While Lacroix

et al. (2008a) performed the inversion using 3 waveform parameters, we advise

using the whole waveform shape (Partington et al., 1989, ?). Although a full

validation of this approach is out of the scope of this paper and left for future1105
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work, this approach is an interesting perspective to get waveform shapes closer

to the altimeter observations when no in situ snow properties are known.

5.3. Limitations of assumptions and perspectives

SMRT can now be used as a sophisticated altimeter model adapted for

multiple-layers snowpack and offering the choice between several electromag-1110

netic and surface scattering models. However, several assumptions had to be

made for SMRT simulations and are summarized in Section 2.4. Here we discuss

the limitation of the assumptions and perspectives for future developments in

SMRT:

- The new altimeter extension of SMRT developed in this study is limited1115

to single scattering (first-order solution of the radiative transfer equation using

the iterative method), and multiple scattering between the snowpack and the

substrate (or between interfaces) can not be accounted for with this model.

At low frequencies (S band), the consideration of first-order scattering only is

sufficient since scattering is weak compared to absorption, as shown in Section1120

4.6. However, the effect of multiple scattering at high frequency (Ka band) may

be significant. Implementing the full bi-directional advanced IEM (AIEM) is a

perspective to account for multiple scattering.

- In SMRT simulations, ice grains are spherical and the optical radius of

grains is scaled by a constant factor of 2.3. In reality, ice grains are not spherical1125

and this scaling factor may change spatially according to snow properties. An

alternative is to invert SMRT with passive microwave observations as in Brucker

et al. (2010) to get an effective optical radius per site closer of the real snow

microstructure.

- The validity domain of the GO approximation requires that the centimeter-1130

roughness scale (above 10 cm) is large enough compared to the incident wave-

length. This assumption is reasonable for the Ku and Ka bands, but is question-

able for the S band (9.4 cm wavelength). Given that the roughness rms heights

measured from the in-situ DEM were larger than 10 cm for our studied sites,

the S band is in the validity range of GO but is outside IEM. Besides, previous1135
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studies also suggest that sastrugi - with a 10 cm to 1 mm height - are the major

contributors to surface scattering in the Ka-S bands in the Antarctic ice sheet

(Inoue, 1989, Lacroix et al., 2007).

- Due to the vertical precision of the photogrammetric camera setup and

the horizontal spacing of measurements (9 cm), we had no information about1140

the roughness at scales below 9 cm. The measurement technique can overlook

the sub-centimeter roughness scales that may impact the radar waveform in

the Ka-Ku bands. Nevertheless, the visual inspection of the surface suggests

that the surface is usually smooth at the smaller scales and that most of the

slopes are due to the large-scale roughness captured by the camera. This is1145

not sufficient to conclude that the electromagnetic effect is negligible. For a

more precise assessment, measurements would be needed. However, these small

surface roughness features are difficult to measure, as mentioned by Rémy and

Parouty (2009). This question remains open to further investigation.

- In the absence of interface roughness information at a centimeter scale,1150

we also assumed that the buried interfaces have the same roughness as at the

surface, despite some possible smoothing effects due to compaction and snow

metamorphism. To verify that this assumption is reasonable, we evaluated the

model sensitivity to varied MSS values for internal interfaces when the surface

MSS value is fixed (not shown). Compared to simulations with the same MSS1155

value for interfaces and surface, we estimated that a decrease of 20% of the

interface MSS values - when the surface MSS is fixed - induces an increase of

the interface contributions to the total echo by 3% and 5% in the Ku and S

bands, respectively. The change in the Ka band is negligible. For all bands and

sensors, the shape of the simulated waveforms is not impacted. Therefore, the1160

assumption is acceptable.

6. Summary and conclusion

This study extended an existing snow radiative transfer model (SMRT) for

altimetry applications over snow-covered surfaces. Driven by in-situ measure-
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ments of density and SSA profiles, annual mean temperature, and a surface1165

roughness parameter (Mean Square Slope) acquired on the Antarctic ice sheet,

waveforms are simulated in the Ka, Ku, and S bands. The results show a good

agreement with satellite observations, with correlation coefficients higher than

0.6 for the σ0 retrieved from normalized simulated waveforms with the ICE-1

retracker. Moreover, SMRT reproduces the observed waveform shapes well, and1170

can simulate the returned power from the surface, the internal interfaces, and

the snow grains separately which helps to investigate the radar signal behavior

according to the studied frequency and site characteristics. Our main results

show that for the waveform amplitude variations (i.e. σ0):

- The surface echo is the main contribution for all sites and sensors. Because1175

the surface is smoother, the waveform amplitude is higher in the central Plateau

than near the coast for all sensor configurations.

- The volume echo (i.e. caused by snow grain scattering) represents up to

40% of the total echo in the Ka band and decreases at lower frequencies to

become negligible in the S band. In the Ka band, the amplitude of the volume1180

echo is higher in the central Plateau due to the larger snow grains.

- The interface contribution is negligible in the Ka band and increases at

lower frequencies (about 25-50% of the total echo in the S band). In the S

Band, the amplitude of the interface echo is higher in the central Plateau due

to a more stratified snowpack.1185

In the Ka band, the elevation biases retrieved with the ICE1 retracking algo-

rithm appear homogeneous on the investigated area and equal to 10.2 ± 2.2 cm.

Compared to closer to the coast, in the interior of the continent, the snowpack

is less dense and has larger snow grains, which increases the elevation bias, but

at the same time, the surface is smoother, which partially counterbalances this1190

effect. In the Ku band, the impact of the larger density and SSA is stronger

since the wave penetrates deeper, so that the elevation bias is twice larger in

the central Plateau compared to that close to the coast (10.6±3.6 cm close to

the coast, and 21.2±4.0 cm in the central Plateau).

The differences between the observed and simulated waveforms may be due1195
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to the use of local in-situ measurements to drive the model while satellite obser-

vations represent a larger scale. The sensitivity analysis shows that the rough-

ness and density are the main drivers of the waveform, in particular at low

frequency. For instance, an error of ± 20% in the measured values leads to

± 30% variations in the waveform amplitude in the S band at stop2A. By read-1200

justing the Mean Square Slope values with satellite observations instead of using

the measured values, the simulated σ0 is significantly improved in the Ku and

S bands, and we found that a constant MSS value of 0.03 for areas close to the

coast, and 0.01 in the interior of the continent are good first approximations

when no roughness measurements are available.1205

This altimeter extension of SMRT offers new opportunities to better inter-

pret the signal according to the snowpack properties, in particular for analyz-

ing the complex relationship between the geophysical parameters and the wave

penetration depth that is a major cause of surface elevation uncertainties in the

polar ice sheet mass balance. The first analysis shows that in the Ka and Ku1210

bands, the penetration depth of the wave is lower in the central Plateau than

near the coast because of the bigger snow grains that result in large scattering,

while in the S band, the penetration depth is larger in the central Plateau than

near the coast due to lower snow temperature.

The retrieval of geophysical parameters from the observed waveforms re-1215

mains a challenging task because the relationships between the snow parameters

and the waveform shape are complex and inter-dependent. Using the passive

and active mode of SMRT is an interesting perspective to retrieve snowpack pa-

rameters when no in-situ data are available. Further work is needed to evaluate

the retracking algorithms in combination with SMRT simulations. Moreover,1220

because SMRT can represent a large variety of cold environments, altimeter

simulations can now be run for sea-ice and lake-ice, and therefore contribute

to developing algorithms for snow depth retrievals over sea ice using a multi-

frequency combination for instance. Another avenue is to extend SMRT for

the high-resolution SAR altimetry mode, which would make it suitable to the1225

simulation of Sentinel-3A, CryoSat-2, and Sentinel-6 signals.
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Appendix

δ: Dirac distribution

δp: e-folding depth

∆t: travel time between each altimeter gate1235

κe: extinction coefficient

κa: absorption coefficient

κs: scattering coefficient

λ: radar wavelength

Ω: solid angle from the sensor to the elementary area1240

ψ: incident zenith angle

φ: incident azimuth angle

ρ: horizontal distance between the z axis and the elementary area reached

at time t

σ0: total backscattering coefficient1245

σ0
int: backscattering coefficient of the interfaces

σ0
s : backscattering coefficient of the surface

σsurf : root mean square heights (rms) of the surface roughness

σ0
int(θ, zn): backscattering coefficient of the interface at depth zn

θ: angle from the antenna boresight axis to the line from the sensor to the1250

elementary area

θ0: incident zenith angle

θs: local slope

Ai,ν : waveform amplitude of site i at the frequency ν estimated with the

ICE-A retracker algorithm1255
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c: speed of the wave in the medium

c0: speed of the wave in air

dEGC: echo gravity center depth

E0(θ0, z, t): the incident flux

g: altimeter gate index1260

G(θ): the antenna pattern function

gEGC: gate position of the echo gravity center of the total backscattering

intensity

H : altimeter elevation

I ′(r): specific intensity of the wave or radiance1265

I(r): reduced specific intensity of the wave

Iint: reduced specific intensities coming from the interface reflection

Ivol: reduced specific intensities coming from volume scattering

I0th

: 0th-order intensity at depth z

ITOT: total backscattering intensity (sum of volume and interface backscat-1270

tering intensities)

I1st

vol(z = 0, t): 1st-order solution of the radiative transfer equation only in-

cluding the direct backscattered wave emerging at the surface from volume

scattering

I1st

n, vol(z = 0, t): volume backscattered intensity emerging at the surface and1275

coming from the sublayer n

I1st

n, int(z = 0, θ, t): backscattered intensity from the internal interfaces emerg-

ing at the surface and coming from the sublayer n

l: snow layer index

LEPsurf : leading-edge position defined with a 50% of the waveform ampli-1280

tude of the surface echo

LEPTOT: leading-edge position defined with a 50% of the waveform ampli-

tude of the total echo

LeW : Leading-edge width of the radar waveform

n(r): refractive index1285

P : phase matrix
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P (0, 0, π, z): scattering function from snow grains in the backward direction

at nadir incidence

PFIR(t): flat impulse response

PFS: flat impulse response of the surface echo1290

Pint: flat impulse response of the echoes from the internal interfaces

Pr: total returned power

Pt: transmitted signal power

Pvol: flat impulse response of the echoes from the scattering by snow grains

pdf : point distribution function1295

r: distance between the sensor and the elementary area

r+
l : position just above the layer interface at a distance rl

r−l : position just below the layer interface at a distance rl

R(rl, θ): reflection coefficient at the position rl

s: the curvilinear abscissa along the trajectory1300

T (rl, θ): transmittance for the reduced specific intensity) at the position rl

T (zl): interface transmittance at the layer depth zl

t′: two-way time between the altimeter and the wave hit position in the

snowpack

ts: two-way time between the altimeter and the wave hit position on the1305

surface

zl: depth of the layer l
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